
Appendix

Tagging Schema

In this study, BIO (Begin, Inside and Outside) and BIOES (Begin, Inside,

Outside, End, Single) schemes are used to encode entity annotations as token

tags. Words tagged with O are outside of named entities and the I-XXX tag is

used for words inside a named entity of type XXX. Whenever two entities of type

XXX are immediately next to each other, the first word of the second entity will

be tagged B-XXX to highlight that it starts another entity. On the other hand,

BIOES (also known as BIOLU) is a slightly more sophisticated annotation method

that distinguishes between the end of a named entity and single entities. BIOES

stands for Begin, Inside, Outside, End, Single. In this scheme, for example, a word

describing a gene entity is tagged with “B-Gene” if it is at the beginning of the

entity, “I-Gene” if it is in the middle of the entity, and “E-Gene” if it is at the end

of the entity. Single-word gene entities are tagged with “S-Gene”. All other words

not describing entities of interest are tagged as ‘O’.

NER Hyperparamter values

The following parameters produced best results (values in parenthesis represent

the parameter ranges tested)

• LSTM state size: 200 (200, 250)

• dropout rate: 0.5 (0.3, 0.7)

• batch size: 8 (4, 256)

• learning rate (lr): 0.001 (0.01, 0.0003)

• epoch: 10-15 (10, 100)

• optimizer: adam

• lr decay coefficient (po) (real lr = lr / (1 + po * epoch): 0.005 (0.001, 0.01))

De-Identification

De-Identification is the process of identifying and changing personal informa-

tion data from user records. This process holds a lot of importance in healthcare

due to privacy regulations like HIPAA 5, which protect personal information by

providing guidelines to hide/obfuscate sensitive information while sharing with

third parties.

5https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html
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Clinical NER Datasets

The detailed information about the clinical NER datasets is summarized as

follows:

• 2010 i2b2/VA Concept Extraction Challenge

The 2010 i2b2/VA presented three tasks: a concept extraction task focused

on the extraction of medical concepts from patient reports; an assertion

classification task focused on assigning assertion types for medical problem

concepts; and a relation classification task focused on assigning relation

types that hold between medical problems, tests, and treatments [6]. In this

study, we focused on concept extraction task through NER.

• 2014 i2b2 De-identification Challenge

Using clinical data containing PHI (protected health information) is usually

prohibited De-identification, identifying and removing PHI, is a critical step

in making clinical data accessible to more people. In order to comprehen-

sively investigate the performance of de-identification systems 2014 i2b2

clinical NLP challenge set up a track to identify PHI instances in electronic

medical records (EMRs) [48].

• 2018 n2c2 Medication Extraction Challenge

2018 n2c2 shared tasks focused on the extraction of medications, with

their signature information, and adverse drug events (ADEs) from clinical

narratives [31].

The number of entities in each concept can be found at Table 6.

Training an NER model in Spark NLP

from pyspark.ml import Pipeline

import sparknlp

from sparknlp.training import CoNLL

from sparknlp.annotator import *

spark = sparknlp.start()

training_data = CoNLL().readDataset(spark, ’BC5CDR_train.conll’)

word_embedder = WordEmbeddings.pretrained(’wikiner_6B_300’, ’xx’

) \

.setInputCols(["sentence",’token’])\
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Table 6: Total number of entities in test and train sets for each dataset.

Dataset Entities Train Test

2010 Problem

i2b2/VA Test 27831 45009

Treatment

2014 Age

n2c2 Contact

Deid Date

Id 17405 11462

Location

Name

Profession

2018 ADE

n2c2 Dosage

Medication Drug

Duration

Form 50951 32918

Frequency

Reason

Route

Strength

.setOutputCol("embeddings")

nerTagger = NerDLApproach()\

.setInputCols(["sentence", "token", "embeddings"])\

.setLabelColumn("label")\

.setOutputCol("ner")\

.setMaxEpochs(10)\

.setDropout(0.5)\

.setLr(0.001)\

.setPo(0.005)\

.setBatchSize(8)\

.setValidationSplit(0.2)\

pipeline = Pipeline(

stages = [

word_embedder,

nerTagger

])

ner_model = pipeline.fit(training_data)
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Entity Mapping for AMC, GCP and Spark NLP NER Models

Since the commercial services use different naming notations, we used the

mapping presented at Table 7.

Table 7: Entity Mapping for AWS Medical Comprehend (AMC), GCP Healthcare API (GCP) and

Spark NLP NER Models

Spark NLP AMC GCP

PROBLEM DX_NAME PROBLEM

DRUG MEDICINE MEDICATION

TEST TEST_NAME BODY_MEASUREMENT

TEST_VALUE LAB_RESULT

TEST_UNIT LAB_VALUE

BM_VALUE

LAB_UNIT

BM_RESULT

BM_UNIT

BF_RESULT

BODY_MEASUREMENT

BODY_FUNCTION
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